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Fei Dong listened to her talk about her relationship with another man, and his face darkened. He took 

another sip of beer and asked, “do you regret it? “ 

“…”Zuo Xiaoran didn’t answer. 

It was a tacit agreement. 

“Will you go to his wedding? ” Fei Dong asked again. 

“He didn’t invite me, and he probably doesn’t want to see me either… ” Zuo Xiaoran smiled self-

deprecatingly. 

But even so, she didn’t blame him. 

She was the one who caused all of this… … 

Fei Dong saw the pain in Zuo Xiaoran’s eyes, and his heart ached again. 

After a long silence, he sighed, “Xiaoran, forget about him. You’re still young, you still have a long life 

ahead of you. “ 

“MM. ” Zuo Xiaoran nodded. When she looked down, a hot tear fell into the fruit juice cup. 

He could only forget about it. 

He was about to get married, and he would have another life. There would be another person to replace 

her and give him the best love. 

Fei Dong pretended not to see Zuo Xiaoran’s tears and turned around to drink another mouthful of beer. 

He inadvertently glanced downstairs and found an unfamiliar car parked outside his villa. 

Beside the car was a lonely and lonely figure. 

Fei Dong raised his eyebrows and recognized the person almost immediately. 

It was Zuo Xiaoran’s ex-boyfriend, Yuan Bao’s father, Fang Shaoan! 

Why was he here When did he come? 

At the same time, Fang Shaoan also raised his eyes and looked at Fei Dong calmly. 

He didn’t know if it was Fei Dong’s imagination, but he suddenly felt a murderous aura. 

When he took a closer look, he found that Fang Shaoan had already shifted his gaze to Zuo Xiaoran, who 

was secretly wiping her tears behind him. 

Seeing her cry, Fang Shaoan’s eyes darkened with a hint of pity. He gritted his teeth and didn’t say 

anything in the end. He turned around and got into the car. 



Hearing the sound of a car starting up downstairs, Zuo Xiaoran looked down. 

In the darkness of the night, the license plate couldn’t be seen clearly, let alone who was sitting in the 

car. She only saw the car drive away, carrying a sense of sadness. 

“Isn’t that your car? ” Zuo Xiaoran was stunned. She had thought that the car parked under the villa was 

Fei Dong’s car… … 

“No. ” Fei Dong shook his head and did not tell Zuo Xiaoran that the car belonged to Fang Shaoan. 

Moreover, Fang Shaoan was downstairs just now. 

After standing for a while, the night wind began to reveal waves of coldness. 

“It’s cold at night. Let’s go back. ” Fei Dong looked at the time. It was already past ten o’clock. 

“Okay. ” Zuo Xiaoran nodded obediently, then turned around and returned to her room. 

After blowing the wind for a while, her heart was no longer so hot. She closed her eyes for a while and 

fell asleep. 

Yuan Bao woke up once in the middle of the night. She got up and fed him milk. While coaxing him to 

sleep, she also coaxed herself to sleep. 

This sleep lasted until dawn. 

When Zuo Xiaoran woke up, she felt an itchy sensation on her face as if there was something. She 

instinctively reached out to grab it, but she grabbed a small, soft, Chubby hand. 

When she opened her eyes, she saw that Yuan Bao, who had already woken up, was pinching her face… 

… 

Damn it… … 

Thinking about it, he took the opportunity to grab the evil little Chubby hand, put it to his lips, and 

kissed it. “My dear son, you’re awake? “ 

“Ah… ” Yuan Bao moved his mouth. Although he could not speak, he could still express that he was 

hungry. 

Seeing this, Zuo Xiaoran sat up and hugged the little ancestor. “little pig, you really can eat! “ 
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Every day, he would eat and sleep. He would cry when he was in a good mood and cry when he was in a 

bad mood. What an annoying little vixen! 

Even so, no matter how hard or tiring it was, as long as he looked at his cute little face, everything was 

worth it. 

When Yuan Bao was full, Zuo Xiaoran tidied up and carried him out. 



The auntie in the living room had already prepared breakfast. Fei Dong had also changed into a suit and 

came out. When he saw Zuo Xiaoran and Yuan Bao, he almost subconsciously smiled. “You’re all up? 

And our cute little Yuan Bao. “ 

As he said that, he reached out to carry Yuan Bao. Yuan Bao did not resist and obediently let him carry 

him away. 

“Ah… ” Yuan Bao reached out to grab Fei Dong’s face and grinned at him. 

“He seems to like you very much. ” Zuo Xiaoran watched from the side and conveniently became Yuan 

Bao’s translator. She could understand the meaning behind every small movement and small gaze of his. 

Although this child did not recognize strangers, it was indeed not easy for him to be willing to let Fei 

Dong carry him the first time he saw him yesterday. 

Thinking back to yesterday, she could not help but think of the moment when Yuan Bao saw Fang 

Shaoan crying… … The smile in Zuo Xiaoran’s eyes gradually disappeared, and in its place was endless 

grief and sorrow … 

She touched her son’s head, and in her heart, there were only ten thousand apologies. 

While she was deep in thought, the phone rang. 

She took it over to take a look, and it was a call from the real estate agent. 

Zuo Xiaoran signaled Fei Dong with her eyes, and then went to the balcony to answer the phone. 

“Hello? “ 

“Miss Zuo? I have good news for you! You have found a buyer for the three properties you are selling! 

They say that they can pay all the fees in one go, what do you think? ” The agent’s voice was very 

excited After all, he could sell three properties in just two days, and he could get a lot of commission. 

Zuo Xiaoran was as surprised as he was. “You sold all three properties? “ 

“Yes! It’s the same buyer. He said that he wants to invest in them. The three properties you have are all 

good. He is very satisfied! “ n𝗼𝚟𝑬(𝐥𝑏/1n 

“Uh… Then, sell them. Do you need me to go over? ” Zuo Xiaoran did not hesitate much. It did not 

matter whether the things that she had planned to sell were bought by one or three people … 

The agent immediately nodded. “Of course. Are You free this afternoon? I’m all here. Just call me before 

you come over! “ 

“Okay, then I’ll call you this afternoon. ” With that, Zuo Xiaoran hung up the phone and walked into the 

living room. 

Fei Dong had already carried Yuan Bao and sat down. When he saw her enter with a frown, he asked, 

“why do you look so sad? “ 

Zuo Xiaoran sat down and said, “the agent said that someone bought three of my houses. “ 



Thinking about it carefully, although her three houses were in decent locations, they were all small-sized 

houses. They could not be considered top-notch. How could they be sold so easily? 

Could that person be an idiot? 

And he even paid in full — a rich idiot. 

“There are a lot of people who have money to buy apartments these days. What’s so strange about 

that? ” Fei Dong was not surprised by this at all. Instead, he was surprised by Zuo Xiaoran selling her 

apartment. “Do you really plan to go to Sanjiang City and never come back? “ 

“Yes… ” Zuo Xiaoran nodded. “There’s nothing to be reluctant about. “ 

Fei Dong did not say anything else and turned to tease Yuan Bao. 

Zuo Xiaoran wanted to carry him back, but the young man was still unwilling. He insisted on sticking to 

Fei Dong and giggled. Zuo Xiaoran could do nothing about him. 
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After the agent hung up on Zuo Xiaoran, he immediately called the buyer. 

“Mr. Fang, everything has been settled according to your instructions. Miss Zuo might come over in the 

afternoon. I’ll bring her to handle the formalities then. “ 

On the other end of the phone, Fang Shaoan was sitting at his desk, looking through some recent 

documents and the upcoming schedule. 

After listening to the agent, he put down the pen in his hand and said in a deep voice, “mm, don’t let her 

know that I bought it. “ 

“Don’t worry, I won’t say anything. I’ll just tell Miss Zuo that she was bought by a businessman. ” The 

agent hurriedly expressed his position. In fact, in their line of work, they had done a lot of things like 

bringing the seller and buying a house to transfer the ownership They knew the process the best. They 

also knew how to do some things. 

Fang Shaoan pondered for a moment and said worriedly, “if the process of transferring the ownership is 

too complicated, you can directly do it for her. Just ask her to sign a few letters. “ 

“okay, okay. Don’t worry, I definitely won’t let Miss Zuo Tire herself out! ” The agent was very tactful, 

and almost immediately understood Fang Shaoan’s meaning. 

The call ended very quickly. 

Fang Shaoan put down his phone, but he was no longer in the mood to work. 

He had been looking for Zuo Xiaoran for more than a year, but he still could not find her. Naturally, he 

had checked all the properties under her name. 



When he left the Yan family, his subordinates told him that Zuo Xiaoran wanted to sell all the real estate 

in her hands. Without thinking, he immediately found someone to come forward and buy all of them. 

n𝑜𝓋𝓮)𝓵𝚋-1n 

But… Zuo Xiaoran had sold all these things. Did she really plan to never come back in the future ? ? 

When he thought of this possibility, Fang Shaoan’s heart started to panic. 

No. 

He could not watch her leave like this. He could not not have any more news of her… … 

The more he thought about it, the more anxious he became. He did not even notice that the secretary 

had knocked on the door and entered. 

The secretary had originally come to deliver today’s routine documents, but after Calling Minister Fang 

twice, there was no reaction. He could not help but feel a little puzzled, so he raised his voice, “minister? 

“ 

This call brought Fang Shaoan out of his deep thoughts. He looked up at the secretary and said very 

seriously, “inform the media that I’m getting married. “ 

The secretary was so scared that he stumbled and almost fell down! 

He touched his glasses and asked in a trembling voice, “minister… Minister, you… you just said that 

you’re getting… married? ! “ 

The secretary almost stuttered! 

Fang Shaoan grunted, as if he did not see the secretary’s abnormality, and said, “the time is set for next 

Wednesday. Find a special reporter. I want to accept an interview. “ 

“…”the secretary was completely stunned. 

Ever since the new president took office a year ago, everything in Rao city had started to recover. 

Whether it was the economy or military strength, they were developing rapidly. To put it bluntly, the 

current Rao city had reached an unprecedented era of prosperity. 

The reporters wanted to interview him, but the president’s time was very tight. Therefore, everyone’s 

gaze shifted to the left and right hands of Yan Jun, Huo Ting and Fang Shaoan. 

Huo Ting was always in the military region. Ordinary people could not even get close to him. The group 

of reporters immediately gave up after encountering a few obstacles. 

Therefore, everyone started to have ideas about Fang Shaoan. They tried to coax him by force and force, 

but he didn’t accept any interviews. Why did he suddenly take the initiative to ask for a special reporter 

this time? ! ! 

And… … They were getting married next Wednesday ? What the Hell is going on ? WHO’s the bride ! ! 

The secretary was confused. She had no idea what she had just experienced. 
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When Fang Shaoan finished his plan and looked up, he found that his secretary was still standing there. 

He frowned and said, “why aren’t you going? ! “ 

The secretary was shocked and came back to his senses. “Yes, yes, I’ll go right now… “ 

He turned around and ran halfway. He stopped and turned to ask Fang Shaoan, “then, minister, who is 

the bride? “ 

“It’s a secret. ” Fang Shaoan smiled mysteriously. 

The secretary was speechless. Who said that women were like needles at the bottom of the sea It 

should have been “the heart of a minister, a needle in the ocean! “ 

It had been such a long time since he had seen any woman by his side. Where did this wife come from! ! 

Thinking that he was so wronged, the secretary still went to find the reporters without stopping. 

The head of the Security Department took the initiative to accept an interview, and the reporters were 

overjoyed. In less than half an hour, they rushed to the security department. 

This time, Fang Shaoan spent half an hour for the first time to entertain the reporters, and he answered 

all their questions. Of course, it was only limited to his love life. He did not mention anything else. 

During this period of time, he had been by Yan Jun’s side. His carefree and playful personality had long 

been put away. Otherwise, how could he sit firmly in his current position in the security department? 

No matter what, he would not lose the position that his father had left for him, and he would not let 

down Yan Jun’s expectations of him. 

An hour later, the overwhelming news quickly spread to every inch of Rao city. 

Whether it was those who were absent at work, those who were playing with their phones in class, 

those young lovers and close friends who were shopping on the side of the road, or even the retired 

Aunties who were drinking tea in the teahouse, they all knew that Fang Shaoan was getting married. 

When Yan Jun and Xia Jinqi found out about this news, the two of them had just received the president 

and his wife of the neighboring country. 

“Isn’t that invitation from Wen Tao and Qiang Wei? Why did Shaoan send a message saying that he was 

going to get married? ” Xia Jinqi flipped through the news on the tablet and frowned. She had no idea 

what Fang Shaoan was up to this time. 

However, Yan Jun only glanced at the news section on the tablet indifferently. The corners of his thin 

lips curled up slightly. “He’s finally willing to make a move. “ 

“Huh? What do you mean? ”XiaaJinqii turned her head to look at him. 

“He’s not young anymore. It’s time for him to get married. ” Yan Jun’s words had a profound meaning. 

Xia Jinqi could only sigh. “If he gets married just like that, then what about Xiao Ran? What about Yuan 

Bao? He still doesn’t know that Yuan Bao actually… “ 



Xia Jinqi paused halfway through her words. She turned to look at Yan Jun with some hesitation. 

After all, this was Zuo Xiaoran’s private matter. n..𝓸/(𝑣.)𝗲)-𝔩(/𝓫))I.-n 

However, even if she didn’t say anything, Yan Jun had already seen through everything. 

He shook her hand and smiled. “Yuan Bao is actually Shao’an’s child. “ 

His tone was very certain, without the slightest doubt. 

Xia Jinqi,”…”as expected, nothing could be hidden from him. 

And her silence was also the best affirmation for Yan Jun’s words. 

“Even you can see through it, so why can’t Shao’an understand it… ” Xia Jinqi was a little discouraged. 

When she thought of yesterday’s matter, she felt a sense of frustration. 

“those who are in the middle are confused, and those who are watching from the sidelines are clear. ” 

Yan Jun smiled faintly and turned to comfort her. “Don’t worry, Shao’an knows what to do. “ 

“Alright… ” Xia Jinqi nodded, put down the tablet, and leaned into his arms. “I hope they won’t miss it 

again. “ 

It wasn’t easy to fall in love, so why Torture Each Other? 

“…” 

Zuo Xiaoran was waiting for the transfer of ownership when she saw the news of Fang Shaoan’s 

marriage on the public television screen in the waiting hall. 
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On TV, Fang Shaoan was wearing a light gray suit with a dark striped tie. He was leaning against the Sofa 

with his legs crossed, talking and laughing with the reporters who were asking questions. 

“I love my fianc??e very much, so I chose to get married. It’s just that it’s a little late. If it’s possible, I 

really want to marry her as soon as possible. “ 

“Yes, she’s a very kind person and takes good care of people. “ 

“The love between us is very pure. There’s no interest involved. “ 

When he talked about his fianc??e, his eyes seemed to sparkle. In the end, it still hurt Zuo Xiaoran’s 

heart. 

She thought that she wouldn’t care. 

She thought that she could smile and wish him a happy newlywed. 

But… … 



When she saw with her own eyes how happy he looked when he talked about another woman, her 

heart felt like it was being stabbed by thousands of knives until it was riddled with holes and bleeding 

non-stop. 

In the silence, her father called. 

“Dad? ” Zuo Xiaoran hurriedly picked up the phone. 

“Yes, Xiaoran. How’s everything going? ” Zuo Zhiwei asked worriedly on the other end of the phone. 

“It’s going pretty well. I’m currently going through the transfer procedures, ” Zuo Xiaoran said as she 

turned her head to look at the agent who was filling out the form alone in front of the window. She 

couldn’t help but feel a little curious. The mysterious buyer hadn’t arrived yet. 

Zuo Zhiwei still wanted to ask something, but the phone had already been snatched by Yu Xiuqin. 

“Xiaoran, where’s Yuan Bao? How’s Yuan Bao? “ 

Hearing this, Zuo Xiaoran lowered her eyes to look at the stroller beside her. Little Yuan Bao was 

sleeping soundly. 

“He’s sleeping. What about the two of you? Are you busy in the shop? ” Zuo Xiaoran turned to ask. 

“It’s fine, it’s fine. We’re just worried about you. When you’re done, hurry back, do you hear me? ” 

“originally, we said that we would go back with you, but you insisted on not letting us “We have to run 

around all alone with the child. WHAT IF WE GET TIRED? ” Yu Xiuqin’s menopause had been quite 

serious these past two years She talked endlessly. 

However, Zuo Xiaoran knew that her mother’s heart was good. 

Before she could say anything, her father said from the side, “Xiaoran, don’t listen to your mother! Bring 

Yuan Bao around these few days. Take your time. Don’t be anxious! “ 

“Okay, okay. ” Zuo Xiaoran smiled. The agency was waving at her, so she had to hang up first. “Dad, 

mom, I have to go sign the papers. I HAVE TO HANG UP NOW! “ 

“Xiaoran, you, hello? ” Zuo Zhiwei even took out his phone to call her. He wanted to give her some 

advice. 

Yu Xiuqin saw the disappointment on his face and asked, “hang up? “ 

“She said she went to sign the papers. ” Zuo Zhiwei sat back in his chair with a sad look on his face. 

Seeing him like this, Yu Xiuqin became even angrier. “Why didn’t you let her come back earlier? She 

even went for a walk, in case… “ 

Yu Xiuqin stopped halfway through her sentence. 

But actually, both of them knew what was going on behind the scenes. 

Zuo Zhiwei looked around and let out a long sigh. “Xiuqin, over the past year or so, I’ve often wondered 

if we did something wrong. “ 

Hearing this, Yu Xiuqin calmed down and sat beside Zuo Zhiwei in silence. n/(𝓸)-𝑽-(𝑬(-𝐿(/𝒷-)I/(n 



“Back then, we didn’t want her to be with that kid. We brought her to Sanjiang City and opened a shop. 

We thought everything was fine, but who knew she was already pregnant. Sigh… “later, we introduced 

so many blind dates, but she never cared “Yuan Bao is such a cute child. Does he have to live without a 

father for the rest of his life? ” Zuo Zhiwei’s tone was full of pain and regret … 
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“Xiaoran is so stubborn. No matter where she goes, she has to bring Yuan Bao with her. Look at her, she 

has lost a lot of weight. Sigh… “ 

“We caused Xiaoran to lose her life… ” Yu Xiuqin also secretly wiped her tears. She had also seen her 

daughter’s hard work. 

But what she had already missed, could she still find it back? 

“…” 

In the entire transfer procedure, Zuo Xiaoran only participated in signing a few words. It was much 

simpler than she had imagined. 

Most of the time, it was the agency that negotiated. She mostly sat at the side to accompany Yuan Bao. 

When everything was over, the agency even enthusiastically sent the mother and son to take a taxi. 

Before leaving, Zuo Xiaoran asked the agency, “why haven’t I seen any buyers? “ n--O𝒱𝐄𝐿𝕓In 

“This… that customer’s identity is rather special. It’s not suitable for him to show his face in public. You 

know, this is the current market. SOME PEOPLE DON’T REVEAL THEIR WEALTH! ” The agency said 

mysteriously That made Zuo Xiaoran almost think that the person who bought her house was some 

criminal! 

However, the other party transferred the money very quickly, and she received all three payments. 

With that, she no longer had any doubts and took a taxi to the Yan family with her son. 

She had left in a hurry yesterday, so she had not been able to say anything to Xiao Qi. Moreover, in the 

situation at that time, she had also behaved very impolitely, so she had specially gone to apologize 

today. 

But in fact, she herself also knew that how could Xiao Qi be angry with her. 

In less than forty minutes, they arrived at the Yan residence. 

Just as they walked into the courtyard, Zuo Xiaoran heard the piano music slowly flowing out from 

upstairs. 

The sound was pure and rich, like a clear spring, flowing like clouds and flowing water, like the music of 

Heaven. 

What was even rarer was that Zuo Xiaoran could hear the joy and joy in the music, making people 

unable to help but smile. 



As soon as they entered, Zuo Xiaoran asked Xia Jinqi, “someone in your family is playing the piano? “ 

“Yes. Xiao puff is playing. She just signed for a bunch of packages in the afternoon and is in a good 

mood! ” Xia Jinqi looked up at the second floor. Just by listening to the music, she could roughly guess 

how good her daughter’s mood was at the moment. 

Every time she received a package from Quan Che, she would be happy for a long time. 

When Zuo Xiaoran heard this, she was extremely surprised. “Xiao puff is playing the piano? Oh my God! 

She’s not even five years old yet, right? She can play so well? I thought your family invited some master 

to play! “ 

“How can it be as exaggerated as you say? ” Xia Jinqi shook her head and took Yuan Bao from her arms. 

“Come, Yuan Bao, let Auntie hug you! “ 

“hehe… ” Yuan Bao actually gave her a big smile. He leaned over and wrapped his arms around Xia 

Jinqi’s neck, yawning. 

The summer heat was the time to be sleepy! 

However, Zuo Xiaoran’s mind was still on the beautiful piano sound. “It’s not an exaggeration at all! Do 

you think I should store some Xiao puff’s autograph now so that I can sell it for money in the future? “ 

“MONEY-GRUBBER! ” Xia Jinqi shook her head and smiled. She then changed the topic to adults and 

asked, “where did you stay last night? “ 

“Uh… ” Zuo Xiaoran froze for a moment at this sudden seriousness before she said, “I stayed at senior 

Fei’s place. “ 

“En? You guys are really together? ” Xia Jinqi looked up in surprise. 

Zuo Xiaoran denied it. “No, we’re just ordinary friends. He said that he didn’t trust me to take care of 

the child alone, so he asked me to go to his place. It’s hard to reject his kind offer! “ 

“then… What about Shao’an? ” Xia Jinqi thought for a moment before asking … 
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Little did she know that Zuo Xiaoran had also been asked this question by her. 

Yes, Fei Dong and she were friends. What about Fang Shaoan? 

What were they now? 

Her gaze was fixed on Yuan Bao’s Chubby little face. Zuo Xiaoran suddenly muttered, “Xiao Qi, I will give 

him my blessing. “ 

“You already know? ” Xia Jinqi was stunned. Then, she thought about how Fang Shaoan had made such 

a big commotion. Wasn’t it to let Zuo Xiaoran know? 



Before Zuo Xiaoran could answer, she was interrupted by Fang Shaoan’s voice, “since you want to give 

your blessings, show some sincerity. “ 

Zuo Xiaoran and Xia Jinqi looked at the door at the same time and saw Fang Shaoan walking over with 

big strides. 

He took out an invitation card from his pocket and threw it directly on the coffee table in front of Zuo 

Xiaoran. 

Xia Jinqi looked at Fang Shaoan who had suddenly appeared in surprise and thought to herself, how did 

he know that Xiaoran was here? 

Moreover, she deliberately looked behind Fang Shaoan. Yan Jun didn’t come back either… … 

So, Fang Shaoan came to look for Zuo Xiaoran today? 

Did he know that Zuo Xiaoran was here? 

But no matter what, she was tactful and kept silent, leaving the stage to the two of them who were 

entangled. 

Zuo Xiaoran lowered her eyes and looked at the red invitation card, and asked in a trembling voice, 

“what… is this? “ 

“An invitation card, ” Fang Shaoan answered quickly, his slightly red eyes staring straight at Zuo Xiaoran, 

“it’s for you. I invited you to be my maid of honor. “ 

“…” 

“…” 

When he said this, the living room suddenly fell silent. 

Zuo Xiaoran was almost petrified. She never expected that Fang Shaoan would invite her to be his maid 

of honor at his wedding. n-.O𝗏𝑬𝔩𝒃1n 

Seeing that she did not speak for a long time, Fang Shaoan continued, “are you unwilling? I heard you 

say that you wanted to give me your blessings, but in the end, you can’t even do such a small thing? “ 

Xia Jinqi originally did not intend to interfere in their affairs, but when she heard him being so 

aggressive, she also felt sorry for Zuo Xiaoran. “Shaoan, Xiaoran has her own difficulties, why do you 

have to do this? “ 

It was fine if her former lover could not get back together, but Fang Shaoan still provoked her like this. 

Who would feel good about that? 

“Oh? Then I would like to hear what kind of difficulties you have. ” Fang Shaoan smiled, but his gaze 

never left Zuo Xiaoran. 

It was a pity that Zuo Xiaoran had never looked up. Otherwise, she would have seen the mist in Fang 

Shaoan’s eyes when he said this. 



She only reached out to Pat Xia Jinqi’s hand, trying to make herself laugh. “shouldn’t the bride decide 

the bridesmaids? You’re like this… “ 

“I only want you. ” Fang Shaoan interrupted her, not giving her a chance to refuse. 

Hearing this again, Zuo Xiaoran really didn’t know whether she should cry or laugh. 

Fang Shaoan stared at her, unwilling to back down. “This is the best way for you to bless me. Otherwise, 

do you want me to hate you for the rest of my life, Zuo Xiaoran? “ 

“…” 

This sentence was too destructive to Zuo Xiaoran. 

Hate her for the rest of her life… … 

How could she bear his hatred. 

She suddenly smiled. Even though her smile was as bitter as tea in her mouth, she was still strong. “If 

this is what you want, then fine, I promise you. “ 

This was to make up for her leaving without saying goodbye. 

After his wedding was over, she would leave and never come back. She would completely stop thinking 

about him. 
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This is good too, let’s… … Sort it out once and for all … 

“I’ll be your maid of honor. “ 

Hearing that she finally agreed, Fang Shaoan let out a long sigh of relief.  

If she was absent from this wedding, then it would be meaningless. 

Xia Jinqi looked at the two of them and could only sigh inwardly. She did not know how they had come 

to this point. 

Yuan Bao was also a little missing his mother, so he made a fuss and pounced on Zuo Xiaoran. 

Xia Jinqi handed him over to Zuo Xiaoran. “You guys chat, I’ll go cut some fruits. “ 

After saying that, she left. 

Zuo Xiaoran was left staring at the two large plates of fruits on the coffee table in a daze… … 

This wasn’t cutting fruits, it was simply finding an excuse to leave. 

Meanwhile, Fang Shaoan’s attention suddenly fell on Yuan Bao. 

This child… … 



“What’s his name? ” He suddenly asked. His tone was completely different from his aggressive tone just 

now. It was even a little cautious, as if he was treating a porcelain doll. 

“Yuan Bao, ” Zuo Xiaoran answered. 

She was especially nervous when she talked about Yuan Bao. 

When Little Yuan Bao heard his mother calling him, he immediately raised his little head and stared at 

Zuo Xiaoran with his black eyes, grinning. 

“How old are you? ” Fang Shaoan asked again. 

Zuo Xiaoran’s nerves were all tensed up because of his two questions. She unconsciously hugged Yuan 

Bao tightly and lied, “three months. “ 

Hearing this, Fang Shaoan’s eyes, which were finally showing some gentleness, turned cold again. “Ha, 

it’s really strange to have teeth in three months. “ 

Zuo Xiaoran,”…” 

Fortunately, Fang Shaoan did not continue to ask, because Yuan Bao had already begun to pull at her 

clothes. 

Obviously, this child was hungry. 

Zuo Xiaoran carried him and stood up to go to the room. “He’s hungry. “ 

Fang Shaoan did not understand what she meant at first, but he knew that she wanted to leave. He 

immediately stood up and pulled her back. “where are you going? “ 

” … ” Zuo Xiaoran’s mind was burning. She squeezed out two words from between her teeth. “To feed 

milk. “ 

Fang Shaoan did not move. 

She was really anxious, and her tone became colder. “Do you want me to feed in front of you? “ 

Fang Shaoan was stunned by the coldness in her eyes. His hands froze, and he suddenly lost strength. 

Zuo Xiaoran regained his freedom and immediately walked to the guest room at the side. 

After she left, Fang Shaoan lowered his arms and sat back on the SOFA weakly. He put down the tension 

and aggressiveness from before, and he looked a lot more dispirited. 

He stared blankly at the stroller and some baby things on the side, and his gaze became deep and 

complicated. 

After looking at it for a while, he couldn’t help but reach out to pick up a milk bottle on the coffee table. 

It was a very small bottle, and it didn’t have much weight in his hand. 

Beside it was a teddy bear. It was Brown, and its two black eyes were very small, like two peas. 

These were Yuan Bao’s… … 



Yuan Bao… … 

Fang Shaoan couldn’t help but smile as he muttered this name. 

This name really suited her style. 

When Xia Jinqi returned, she saw Fang Shaoan sitting alone in the living room, smiling foolishly at a 

teddy bear. Zuo Xiaoran and Yuan Bao had also disappeared. 

She walked over and asked, “How did your conversation go? “ 

Looking at the smile in Fang Shaoan’s eyes, it should be… … Alright ? ? 

Fang Shaoan didn’t answer. He only looked up at Xia Jinqi and said with some sincerity, “sister-in-law, I’ll 

have to trouble you to take care of them for the next few days. It’s best if they stay here. “ 
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Xia Jinqi blinked her eyes. Judging from his tone, he must have had a good chat just now, right? 

She immediately said, “that’s not a problem. But the two of you… “ 

Fang Shaoan still avoided answering. He changed the topic and said, “I’m going on a business trip in the 

next two days. “ 

“Oh… ” Xia Jinqi nodded. She actually wanted to ask Fang Shaoan if he knew that Zuo Xiaoran had 

brought Yuan Bao to stay at Fei Dong’s house last night. Otherwise, why would he specifically ask her to 

let Zuo Xiaoran stay here? 

After a short conversation, Zuo Xiaoran carried Yuan Bao out. 

After the little guy had eaten his fill, he was so dazed that he was about to fall asleep. 

When Fang Shaoan saw them come out, he stood up as well. He glanced at his watch and said to Zuo 

Xiaoran, “it’s still early. Come out with me. “ 

Zuo Xiaoran paused. Her wide-opened eyes were filled with confusion. 

“Go and pick out the BRIDESMAID’s dress, ” Fang Shaoan explained. 

That sentence about the bridesmaid’s dress inadvertently hurt Zuo Xiaoran’s heart. 

Without waiting for Zuo Xiaoran to express her opinion, Fang Shaoan turned to look at Xia Jinqi. “sister-

in-law, Yuan Bao will have to trouble you. “ 

“No problem. ” Xia Jinqi did not find it troublesome, but Xiaoran… … 

In fact, from the moment the two of them met again, all the power was in Fang Shaoan’s hands. 

He had become much stronger than before, and Zuo Xiaoran did not have any room to refuse. 

Until the moment she got into Fang Shaoan’s car, Zuo Xiaoran was still dumbfounded. 



She realized that her little tricks had no use for him at all… … 

He had changed a lot. He had become sharp, domineering, and unfamiliar. 

She could not help but secretly look at him while he was driving. 

Even when he was driving, the feeling was different. 

In the past, even when he was driving, his temperament could not be settled. He liked to jump around 

and talk non-stop, which was particularly disturbing. 

But now, he was as quiet as a statue. When he drove, he would even frown and become deeper and 

deeper. 

She did not know if this counted as a man’s growth. She only knew that even though he had changed so 

much, when she sat next to him, her heart would still be moved. 

It was not about his personality. She only cared about him. 

It was just him. 

No matter what he had become, she thought that she would still love him. 

This was probably fate. 

Unfortunately, they were not fated to meet in the end. 

He was about to get married… … With another woman … 

Fang Shaoan did not look back. 

But he knew that Zuo Xiaoran was looking at him. 

The hand that was holding the steering wheel secretly clenched. 

In the past, when he chased her, he was so passionate and eager. The more he chased her, the faster 

she ran. 

This time, he had to slow down and be steady… … 

There were some things that could not be rushed. 

Thus, the two of them arrived at the wedding dress shop with their own thoughts. n-.O𝗏𝑬𝔩𝒃1n 

When they arrived, Zuo Xiaoran realized that the shop had already been fully booked by Fang Shaoan, 

because other than them, there were no other customers. 

Moreover, when the salesperson saw Fang Shaoan, she was extremely enthusiastic. 

“Mr. Fang, you’re here. Is this lady here to choose a wedding dress? “ 

“Yes. ” Fang Shaoan nodded. He did not really choose one. Instead, he looked at Zuo Xiaoran and said, 

“take her measurements. “ 

“Okay. ” The salesgirl smiled and invited Zuo Xiaoran, “Miss, this way please. “ 



Zuo Xiaoran looked at Fang Shaoan suspiciously. When she followed the salesgirl in, she even added, 

“I’m a bridesmaid, just pick a bridesmaid dress. “ 

“Well… Let’s take her measurements first, ” the salesgirl said awkwardly … 
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She had thought that this lady was the bride. 

Zuo Xiaoran could not refuse anymore and could only follow her in. 

She had thought that it was just a simple try on the bridesmaid’s dress, but she did not expect that the 

salesgirl would send in a snow-white wedding dress. 

She was stunned and quickly rejected, “I’m just the bridesmaid. You took the wrong dress. “ 

She did not expect the salesgirl to laugh “Miss, don’t be anxious. This is what Mr. Fang specially 

instructed. He said that the bride-to-be can’t come over because she has something to do and wants 

you to help her try it on. He also said that the bride-to-be’s height and figure are very similar to yours. “ 

Zuo Xiaoran,”…” 

Plans couldn’t keep up with changes. 

She didn’t know why, but she was confused and put on that pure white wedding dress. 

Moreover, the size was unexpectedly fitting. 

When she was pregnant with Yuan Bao, she didn’t gain much weight. In addition, her recovery after 

childbirth was actually pretty good, so her figure was almost the same as before. 

Even the salesgirl couldn’t help but praise her when she saw it. “Miss, you look really good in this 

wedding dress. It looks like it was tailor-made for you! “ 

Zuo Xiaoran felt that she should smile out of politeness, but for some reason, her heart was so sour that 

she really couldn’t smile. 

Moreover, if she smiled now, it would definitely be uglier than crying… … 

This wedding dress should be tailor-made for Fang Shaoan’s real bride, right? 

She was only here to help give it a try… … 

While she was mocking herself, the curtain that was used to cover her was suddenly opened. 

After a rustling sound, Zuo Xiaoran saw Fang Shaoan in the mirror in front of her who had also changed 

into a gown. 

He had chosen a pure white suit, which should be a pair with the wedding dress she was wearing. 

Unfortunately, she was an imposter and had secretly worn the bride’s wedding dress. 



Zuo Xiaoran lowered her eyes with a bitter smile. She tightened the Hem of the wedding dress, not 

seeing the shock and excitement in Fang Shaoan’s eyes at all. 

The wedding dress… … was prepared a year ago … according to her size.. … 

After she left, he thought that no woman would be able to wear it in this lifetime. 

He did not expect that God would give him another chance. 

This time, he would definitely not let everything turn into a regret. 

“hold my arm. ” He took a step forward and stood beside her. 

“…”Zuo Xiaoran did not move. After all, she was only a bridesmaid. 

However, Fang Shaoan clearly did not intend to let her go. Since she did not move, he might as well do it 

himself and hold her arm. 

Throughout the entire process, Zuo Xiaoran’s movements were very stiff. 

She really did not understand why he had to pull her over… … He even let her try on the wedding dress 

that should have belonged to his fianc??e, and now he was doing such an intimate and misleading 

action … 

She bit her lower lip and couldn’t help but say, “your fianc??e will be unhappy if she finds out that you 

did this. “ 

“She’s not so petty. ” In the end, she choked back a sentence. 

Zuo Xiaoran instantly froze on the spot. 

Her fianc??e wasn’t so petty, so was she judging a gentleman’s stomach with her petty heart? 

No matter what, she was jealous. 

She had also forgotten her identity and the estrangement between the two of them. She asked directly, 

“is she good? “  

Her tone was filled with a strong sense of jealousy that even Zuo Xiaoran herself didn’t realize. 

Fang Shaoan glanced at her in the mirror. There was a hint of a smile in his eyes. He did not answer her 

question. “I love her very much. “ 

“…” 

He had never known that a single sentence could hurt someone so much. 

At that moment, Zuo Xiaoran thought that she was sick. 

 


